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Abstract

     Various relaxation times observed in antiferrornagnetic

resonance oÅí CuCi22H20 were inveBtigated experimenically.

Both pulsed and continuous high power microwaves oÅí about

160 miili-watts were applied to the sigle crystal at low

temperatures and the rise and decay times of the induced

magnetization Mz, shLft of the resonance Une, and compiex

susceptibilities X' and X" were investigated in detail.

Three charaeteristic relaxation times were specified.

The transverse eomponent Mx,y decays with rela)cation time
              -8                 sec whiZe the longitudinaZ eomponent M
relaxes with rela of about 10"7 sec. An empintcaX formula
                                                  (5.0+O.5)ÅíOr Mla was obtained as Mla = (1.1t O.1) x lo'6m" -

w]Lieh is considered as the spin-lattice relaxation time.
                             of the erder of lo-3 .v lo-5 secAnother relaxation time T                         lb
was also observed and the origin of this relexation is

attributed to the lattiee-bath heat transfer reZaxation.
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1. Introduction.

     Relaxation mechanism in antiferromagnetic, crystals is yet

almost unknown, while that in parai- and Åíerro-magnetie materiaZs

has been investigated considerably. One of the reasons for

this is that antiferromagnets suitable for a precise analysis

of therelaxation mechanism, as YrG with regard to Åíerromagnetic

relaxation, are hard to find. Since the linewidth in antiferro-

magnetic reBonanee is a measure by which one shouid be able

to infer the reiaxation meehanism, measurements of it have been
done in several materialsi)N3) with varytng temperature.

The correBponding theory is, however, not eomplete, theories

htthextQ pubZished belng in disagreement with one anether,

Mhe linewLdth resulting from the interaction of the unLÅíorm

precession of the magnetization with spin-wave has been studied

theoreticaily, on the basis of four-magnon precesses, by Genkin
and Faine) by Kawasaki?) by Harris9) and by several others7)'"9)

Loudon and pincuslO) treated the effect oÅí dipolar interaction

and estimated, on the basis of two-magnon precesses, the iine-

width arising from some types of point imperfections and pits.

A theoretical study of two-magnon one-phonon processes for the

temperature dependence of the spin-lattioe relaxation time was
performed by Upadhyaya and Sinhali) On the other hand,

attempts" have been done to investigate the relaxation by observing

a nonlinear eÅífeet appearing in the antiferromagnetic resonance
                                               13 )                                   i4 )                      i5 )            12 )                ktdnF                          and MnCO                                         Heeger                                                   has pointedin cuC122H20, 3, 3'
out that the nonlinear effect may be due to the onset oÅí spin-
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wave instability analogous to that ot a ferromagnet, and he

estimated the spin-wave linewidth of KrAnl?3. Various types of

nonlinear dynamic phenomena in antiferromagnets were theoretieally
studied by ozhogin}5) Reeently Naiman et ai}6) measured the

spin-•flop relaxation time near the critical field Hc in CuC122H20.

     In order to investigate the relaxation mechanism in an

antiferromagnetic spin system, we tried to observe directly the

behaviour oÅí the longitudinai and transverse magnetic momonts,

Mz and Mx,y. We observed the magnetic fZux ehange induced by

the resonance when a pulsed microwave was appiied to an antiferro-

magnet, CuC122H20. This is similar to the observation made by
Damoni7) and Bloembergen and wangi8) Åíor the study of the ferro-

magnetic reZaxation in some ferrites. The specimens used are

singZe crystals of CuCi22H20. The reason why we adopted this

compound is that the minimum value of the antiferromagnetic

resonance full-linewidth was about 7 Oe, which is the narrowest

of all observed so far in antiferroma.qnetie resonance.

Aecordingly, this compound may be considered as one of the best

substanees for studying the relaxation. Antiferromagnetic

properties of this compound have been weil investigated: the
                                                             19)magnetic susceptibiiity was measured by Van der IYlarel et al.,
the specific heat by Friedberg?O) the proton magnetic resonance

                2X)                , and the neutron diffraction by Shirane et ,by PouXis et al.
ai?2)23) Detaiied measurements of antiferromagnetic resonanee

in CuC122H2,) were made by "vhe Leiden group24) more than ten

years ago. AÅíterwards, more precise measurements were performed
by Date and Nagata?5) Their results were weli understood by
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                                          26)                                                       27)the theory developed by Nagamiya and Yosida, by Ubbink,                                                           and
by Date and Nagata?5) Recentiy, new resonance lines were found

                                     28)near the a--axis by the pre$ent author,                                         though the origin of

the lines was not yet clear. Xt is known that CuCi22H20 has

an orthorhombic anisotropy energy which aries from dipolar
                                    29)and anisotropic exehange interactions,                                        does not have one-ion
type anisotropy energy because of S=g, and possibly has a

canted antiferromagnetie spin arrangernent due to an antisymmetric
anisotropic spin coupling?O)

     Novv let us consider an induced magnetization due to resonance.

As is well knosun, the totaZ magnetization is zero at OOK when an

external magnetic field H is appZied along the spin easy axts' z,

if H<Hc. rn the state of resonanee, however, the magnetizations

Mx, My, and Mz are not zero. Xn this case there are two

resonanee modes, i.e., the low- and high-frequency modes (see Eq.(2)).

Mhe steady state orientations oÅí the sublattice magnetizations

in the low-frequency mode, whose relaxation eÅífects were investi-

gated in this paper, are shown in Fig.1. When a microwave,

whose frequeney satisÅíies the resonance condition, is applied

stepwise from the time t=O, the transverse cornponents Mx and M
y

begin to oscillate with the microvrave frequency, vvhile Mz rises

from zero up to an equilibrium vaiue, vvith a reiaxation time Ml,

aeco rding tO M. (t) . MO. {1 -• exp (-t/T l)] (i)

vvhere rvfOz means the equilibrium magnetization along the z-axis

induced by the resonanee. A similar relaxation effeet is also

seen when the mierowave is cut off. Xn this paper various
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charaeteristics of Mz and its relaxation time will be discussed,

together with the resonance shift, line broadening, phenomeiogical

X' and X" near the resonance.

2. Crystal structuTe and spin orientation.

     Mhe crygtaZ structure of CuC122H20 is well known; it is
                                              eeorthorhombic with lattice parameters a = 7.38A, b = 8.04A, and
        ec = 3.72A. There are two copper ions in the chemical unLt cell
at (O,O,O) and (ge,;r,g). Below the N6el temperature of 4.310K,

the spins of the Cu++ ions take an antiferromagnetie arrangement,

whieh was studied by a proton resonance experiment by Pou"s and
Hardeman?1) within the 2imit of the anaiysis of the expertment,

it was known that ali the spins in each ab-plane are parallel

to each other and they are antiparallel to the spins in the ab

planes immediately above Emd below. This spin superstructure

was confirmed by a neutron diffraction experiment by Shirane et
al?2) The direotion of easy magnetization is the a-axts. rn

                                                              'the unit celZ there are four water moieeules at (O,Å}u,O) and
(g,g.+u,O), with u=O.25, and four ehlorine ions at (su,O,.+tv) and

(}-+u,},Å}v), with v--O.37. The eopper ions aTe Bubjected to an

approximately orthorhombic crystalline field which has different

orientations for the corner and base-centered ions. One of the

prineipal axes of the field coincides wtth the b•-axts ef the

crystaZ while the other two axes are rotated about the b-axis,

away from the a. and c-axes, by an angle of -380 for the corner
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ions and +380 for the base-eenter ions. Thug• the two magnetic

ions in a•chemical cell are crystallographieally inequivallent.
      30)Mori ya          proposed the canted spin arrangement for this crystal

trom hig theory of antisymmetrie spin coupling. Recently
umebayashi et alL?5) performed a neutron diffraction experiment

on CuC122D20 and obtatned a' eanted component of about O.lpB.

Mhe' crystal str'uoture and spin arrangement are shown in Fig.2.

Mhe angle of spin centing may be of the order ot several degrees

in CuC122H20 and is not shown in the figure.

5. Experimental method.

     Mhe Bpecimens used in this experiment were grown at roem

temperature gradually trom the saturated aqueous solution oÅí pure

copper ehLoride. Mhe process took more than one month. Green
singie crystals having well-developed (llO) Åíaees were obtained,

which have a needle-like shape and show a perfect oleavage along

the c-pXane. Mo prevent deiiqueseence, the single crystals were

preserved in pure eiock oil. The yveight of the single crystals

usually used in the experiment was 2tv4 mg. A sampie of 50 mg

was used in order to determine a long. Mz relaxation time of

nt11iseeond order.

     Fig.3 iB the bXock diagram of the experimental syetem.
                                                           '
A pulsed microwave ot X band wtth rise and deeay times of about
      65 x 10         sec was applied to TEIol rectangular cavity. The

mierowave power mras supplied by a V-58 klystron which waB modulated

by a pulsed voltage appUed to the repeller eleetrode, and the
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     , MaXiMUm power feeded in the cavity was about 160 mWU An impedance

 matched piek-up coil of 10 turns and 3.5 nun in diameter was placed

 inside the cavity so as to catch the flux change indueed by the

 resonance. The coii is eonnected by a coaxial line to a video

 ampliflers the output of which can be displayed on a synehroBcope.
 In order to observe a short relaxation time of ,v lo"8 sec, it

 is important that the impedance of a piek-up coii is equal to

 that of a coaxial cable. The wave shape of the signal at various

 points in the deteeting systern is shown in Fig.4. The gain

 characteristicB of the video ampZifier is flat at 60 db up to

 about 30 Mc/see. Typical signals are shown in Fig.5. The

 voltage induced in the pick-up coil is proportional to dM2/(dt.
TheQ oftk;!.ecavity wherein a pick.up coil was plaeed, was X200, while

                                   both
th'eQ without a pick-up coii was 1400,Aat liquid helium temperature.
                                                   would                                                          be rf a pick-up coU '.vis piaced outside the cavity, it                                                         difficult                                                      A
 to catch a small Mz signal. But as we eannot place a large eoil
                                        has
 inside the cavity for measuring Mz whichAa long relaxation time,

 another pick.up coil of O.5 mH was placed near the Blit outside
                        (a) and                                (b)
                                 the relative positions of the the TEIoi eavity. Ilfge6A                           show;,,

 eavity, the sample, and the pick-up coiZs. The transverse

 component of the magnetization Mx,y was detected by a one turn

 pick-up coil placed on the bottom of the cavity as is shown in
 Fig.6(cl. The pick--up coil eatch the mierowave voitage induced by

 the regonanee and the voltage is introduced to a eoaxial eable-

 wave guide convertor and hence to a crystal deteetor.

      When a•eontinuous microwave of 160 mW wag feeded in the cavity,

 the helium bath temperature yvas raised by O.250'K from 1.480K.

                            -11-
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This heating comes from the joute loss in the microwave skin depth

of the wave guide and cavity. The bath temperature vvas measured

by a earbon thermometer which was carefully shielded from nterovvave

and plaeed near the eavity. Mhe carbon thermometer of 50 ohm

at room temperature was calibrated against the vapour pressure

of liquid helium. By using the eritical field He for the spin

flopping as an indicaVeriL, of the spin temperature, it is found

that tha spin temperature aS off resonant eo'ndition aceords with

the'  bath temperature measured by the earbon thermometer. H
                                                             c
was deterrnined as follows: a pick-up coil for measurements of

Mz was connected to a Pound.•Knight type NMR detector because the

NMR deteetor can sensitively deteet the change in the magnetization

aecompanytng the spin flop transition. When a microwave is p
applied stepwisefK•i,9Mthe time t=o, the bath temperature and also

the spin temperature rise gradually to an equilibrium temperature.

,A•. similar effeet ig aiso seen when the microwave is cut ofÅí.

An ebBerved time dependence oÅí the baPh and the spin temperature

is shown in Fig.7. The eharaeteristic time is about 60 sec.

Of course this heating effeet ean be rejected when pulsed rniero-

vvaves are uBed.
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4. Results and discussions.

     When the external field H is applied aZong the spin easy

axis z and is smaller than Hc, the resonance frequency w of
                                                    26)antiferromagnetic resonance in CuC122H20 is given by

(9)2 = 21-• [( 1 +(x2 )H2 +ci+c2-+ i(l-•ec2 )2 H4 +2 (i+<x )2H2 (ci +c2 ) +(cx-c2 )2] 1/2], (2 )

where 7 is the gyromagnetie ratio and ct is the coetficient

defined by

               ct =1. Xtl /Xi, (3)
where Xil is the susceptibility when Ho is applied paraliel to

z and X- is the susceptibility vvhen Ho is applied perpendicular

to z. Furthermore,

             Cl=2AKI, C2m2AK2, (4)
where A is the exchange eonstant of the molecular field

approximation and Ki and K2 are the anisotropy energy eonstants

along the b-• and c-axes,respectively. The Upper and lower
signs before the { l in Eq.(2) eorrespond to the high-frequency

mode (tlyi and the Zow"trequeney rnode diR)respeetiveZy. We studied

the relaxation effect of the low.frequency mode with a'
freguency at 9.0 klvre/sec)and the corresponding resonance field

is 5.0 kOe at 1.40K. At this frequency, another resonanee

ean be observed when H is 7.1 kOe (H>Hc). But this mode is

inadequate to study the relaxation beeause the Zinewidth is

anomalously large and this line is elosely related, to the new
resonance zines?8) found near the a-axis. mhe resonance

                         -17-



diagram and linewidth of the new lines will br) appearet•.! in {Jh{'

seotion 5. The frequency-fieZd diagram when an external

magnetie field is applied along the prineipai axes are shown
                          Z2 )in Fig.8. 'Van MU et al.                               first observed a shift in anti-

ferromagnetic resonance fieid of CuC122H20 at high microwave

power but they did not preeisely analyzed the high power effect

of'-'the resonance.
                        '   we starteSdVitthan experiment for high power eÅífeet of the

antiÅíerromagnetie resonanee} using eontinuous microwave. As the

results of the experiment;s, we found that both X" and. Xe

decXined with increasing ntcrowave magnetic field hl, that is
to say,aAsaturation effeet occur2d and that the resonance

                                              '                        'position shiÅíted toward higher field with increasing hl and

it teminated in a diserete jump oÅí the resonance line to some

other pesition as had been found by Van TiXX et al. In the
                                                           'ease of high power experiment using eontinuous wave, the heating

effect of both the lattice and the spin system should be considered
                                 .carefulZy. As will"'be{'menttonJeknAseetion 3, helium bath

temperature is raised by a continuous nierowave but this heating
                                                  Thus,
effeet ean be rejected by uSing pulsed microwavec'. Aafterwards,

'rlLte experiment was performed by using pulsed rnicrowaves whose

duty ratio was deereased until.Ete,was able to ignore the heating

effect.

 a•) ShLft in the resQnance poBition.

     Zt is frequently observed that the antiferromagnetic

resonance point observed at the end of the rnicrowave pulse (MPf)

                          -i8-
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shifts toward higher field with inereaBing miqrovvave magnetic
field hl. Moreover it also shifts toward higher fieid as the
pulse is broader (Fig.9). But the resonanee point observed
at the start of the pulse (IYEPi) does not shift with the microwave
power change. As the origin oÅí the shift, two possible
mechanisms are considered: the first is the shift induced by
a large angle precession of the magnetization under high power
excitation and the second is the shift due to a rise in spin
temperature. Now we consider first the shift due to the inerease
of the precession angle. When the higher k spin-waves are excited
the indivLdual spins in the same sub-iattice are tilted. In
this ease, the ealculation of the shift is rather complicated
becauBe the shift will depend on the number of excited k=O and
k7(O magnons•with a k-dependent faetor. It may be allowed to
estimate the limit oÅí the shift on the basis of moZecular fieZd
approxtmation, though this approximation is inaccurate to
caleulate the shift. The equation of motion of the two sub.
Ia-ttiee magnetizations is

            }tillMtllYE-tX(H+He"-'Ha-' ), ' ' (5)

where Mt is the magnetizai ion of the + and - sublattice, H,

He, and Ha represent the external magnetic field, the exehange
field and the anisotropy field, respectively.
Nagautya.and Yosida's procedure, we define
            M=M+ +M'-, M, =M+ -• M'-.
Now an exehange field is given by

            H,' -•- --AM'" - PM',

and anisotropy field is

            HaÅ} = ( - llitlllllE:M3C`I, - Ki/lij.yÅ}, o ) ,

where x, y, and z axes correspond to the b, c,

Pollowing

(6)

(7)

(8)

and a axes of the

-20-
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CuCi22H20 erystal)respeetively, and Mo is the sublattice

magnetization. When the app"ed field is smaiZer than

is parallel to the z-axis, the equation•of motion of M

can be written as follows:

            K2Mz K2M2
 IddtMx = (H' e2M2)M3r ' 21yl? MY'

               oo             KIMz KIM2
 vZddtMy =-(H' 2iye)Mx " 2M2Mi'

                oo
 lddtM, - o ,

 il-atlletiyks2 = (H-AM.+ Eiill?z)My + (AMi + KiMM2z' )My ,

                  oo
 }ddtry " -(AMz ' !!ilitli4)Mx ' (H-AMz ' :KIIiiiili2 )Mk '

                  oo
l,d,M2 - o.

H
  c
and

and

Mt

(9)

(10)

Noticing the
i.aqctttY,1,pk.

determinant

vl

-

 first order oorreetion of the large

the Nagamiya-Yosida's procedure, the

of the resonanee frequenoy is given by

iLiy2 H o !K ;;ii21MM2o

                  K M,H -•• ;\sl •--• ::II;itiiE2 o

       •o                   'o AMt •-• ;L•SU HeAM
•- AMt
    z

o -H

7

+ AM
z

- te
  7

angle precession

secular

=o .
(11)
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Zn Nagamiya-Yosidaes theory, terms sueh as AME and AMz are

simply written by 2AMo and O at OOK, respeotively. Under

high rf-field, however, ehanges ot Mz and Mi eannot be negleeted.

We thereÅíore have

 (Y)4 -n (iY)2(ci + ci +. H2 + (H-AM.)2 ]+ H2(H-AM.)2

                       - H(H-AM.)(Ci+ C2) + CiCi = O, (i2)

                                                      '
where            ci=AKL2Mitiy[?'2, ci=AK22M-zlllLii-2. (u•)

                     oomhe terms (AMz)2 in the eoefficient of (w/7)2 in Eq.(12) ean

be neglected in the ease of H>> AMz. This simplifies the L: "•

calculation and we have '
 H(H-AM.' ) = g [2 (Y )2+ ci+ ci Å}(s (ci+ c2 ) (9)2 +(ci--ci )21 i/2] . (x4 )

1:For w = 9.0 kMe/sec, H was nunerically caiculated vvith

varytng the ratio Mz/lrvao from zo-5 to zo-2 at T = ooK. The

estimation of M' was made as followB: M' can be calculated frem               zzMz and e2/el where el is the engle between M+ and the z-axis

and e2 is the angle between M"  and the z-axts (Fig.1). The

ratio of e2 to ez is given by

              tt
           '             gtt xi+(litil?)1/2. , , (ls)

Since the anisotropy ener' gy of CuCJ22H20 has ;'.n orthorhombic

symmetry, the precession of the magnetization is not circular
but elliptie. For simplicity, however, we use an• effective

Ha estimated as follows: In the uniaxial case at OOK, Eq.(2)

                         - as -



is given by
                 '                               '          (iy)2 .(H ..,. V"E;' )2. (16)
                               'Experimantal •.values..i of ua = 9.0 kMe/sec and H = 5500 Oe.
(which is the modified fiegictVvgK H = (g/2)Hexperiment) ""'are

 substituted in Eq.(i6) and we obtain the effective C to be
                                   '
           C= 2HaHe "75.9x 106 Oe2 . (17)

This value and He = 1.16 x 105 Oe, which is estimated by

Joenk?1) is substituted in Eq.(15) and we have

                                  '           e           6ii' " le075 • (ls)
                                                              '
Fig.10 shovvs the reBonance field H with varying 'i•}:t• ratio

Mz/Mo., H shifts toward iower Åíield with increasing Mz/htto up

to (Mz/Mo) =4 x 10-3. 'A •- shift less than 2 Qe is expected
                      'by the magnetization Mz = (4Å}5) x 10'4Mo which was induced by

the antiferromagnetie resonance at 1.40K t Siiperactical estimation

of Mz will be diBcussed later). Therefore the shift of the
resonanee indueed byt A$%ange of the precession azngle is

negligible. Next we eonsider the shift due to the temperature

riBe of the spin system. A temperature dependenCe of the
                                       24)resonance field was meaBured by Ubbink                                           and wag weli explained
                                         'by Eq.(2). More detaiZed measurements of the temperature
      'dependence of the resonanee field in the temperature range

1.4<T<2.00K were done and the result is shown in Fig.11.

Zn this temperature region the resonance position graduaily

shifts toward higher field with increasing temperature.
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Therefore one ean estimate ihe spin temperature under resonance

by using tshe data. shown in Fig.Xl. An example ot the heating

shift is shown in Fig.9. 0pen eireles in the figure represent

the observed shift as a• funetion oÅí puZse duration time when a

pulsed microwave (160 mW peak povver) was applied. The solid curve

is drawn under an assumption that therg is no heat transfer

Åírom the erystal to He bath, naJnely, the assumption that all

energies given by the microvvave should stay in the crystai.

Apparent deviations between the solid curve and observed points
are seen nearly above 10'5 see. This means that the energy flow

relaxation time frorn lattice to bath is of the order of x x io'5

sec. Detaiied estimation of the lattice-bath relaxation time

will be given later. Sintlar relaxation effect was observed

just after the cutoff of a microwave. The resonance position
                     'retu]ms gradually tovvard the low power position. A transient

reeovery of the resonanoe position was monitored by appiying

another low power rnierowave. A result at T=1.60K is given in

Fig.12 where thermal reeovery oeeurs vvith a characteristie time
         -4of 3 x 10            sec. Zt is noticed that the relaxation time obtained
at the beginning oS a puZse is about 1/30 smaller than observed'

at the thermal recovery process. Detailed discussions

concerning with this discrepancy will be given later.
  ttt     The resonance line shape under saturation was investigated

using a continuous high power mierowave. The line shape
                                           '
becomes asymmetrie vvhen a microwave power increases beeause

the resonance shift due to heating makes the line shape cornplexi
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when a magnetie field approaches to the resonance field from

lower field, the field for the resonance shifts to higher

fieXd but the absorption 6tops abruptly at a oertain magnetio

field. This shift terminates in a discrete jump of the

resonance line tQ the low power position. When the field

approaches to the resonance from the higher field, the resonance

line is pulXed up s"ghtly as is shown in Fig.13. Such a

hysteresis effeet is easily explained by the shiÅít due to heating.

A iow frequeney unstable oscillation was slso observed when

a magnetie fieZd was in this hysteresis region with the

osciilation frequency of about i ke/sec. The origin of this
oscillation can be explaCined by the foZlowing me6hanism: Under

                              'a strong rf-field, the sample absorbs microwaves and then the

resonance shifts to the higher field. Accordingly the

off-resonant eondition occurs just after the microwave absorption

and so the spin system beeomes cold. Then the first resonance

condition withovtt shift realizes again. This push-pull effect

was actually observed at high mierowave power levels.
                         ' b) Zinewidth.

     rn many antiferroniagnetic crystals, temperature independent

residual linewidths were measured and it is believed thqt the

residual linewidth of an antiferrornagnetic resonanee originates

from lattice diBtortions or crystal imperfections. rn faet,

when a sample of CuC122H20 was first immersed in liquid helium

the linewidth is the narrowest. The."linewtdth of the same

sample beeomes broader and the line shape beeomes compiex
              of
with repemtiropAthe process of cooiing and' heating. It may
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be said that the linewidth is broadened on account of many
invisible eracks eaused by rapid cooZing. A temperature
dependence of antiferromagnetie resonance linevvidth in CuC122H20
was measured in the temperature range 1.4<T<2.6eK. Mhe
observed narrowest linewidth is 7 Oe at l.40K which is smalier
than that of the same compound measured by Gerritsen et al})

2:g,tfi,g?agi,sr,ghg? il:his,t2gf.#gy,stggr. ins.i ,fg,rE,o:g. &ne`giigE ,,,

measurements were made at a constant Åírequeney rather than a
eonstant field, a correction factor (l/7)(dw2/dH) should be
multiplied to the experimental valUes. This correction factor
ean be obtained from Eq.(2) and it Ls shown in Fig.14. The
reduced full half-linewidths are given in Fig.15. After
subtracting the residuaL width, the results were compared with
a T2 curve. As is shown in Fig.15, the temperature dependence
of linewidth cannot be represented by T2 throughout the

temperature range of the experiment. The temperature range of
this experiment satisfies the eondttion of kT>tiw2 and Xwh is
comparable to kT.and there are no eorresponding theory to explain
the result. TheoreticaX work on antiferromagnetic resonance

linewidth has been done by several authors but the results are in

disagreement with one another. The temperature dependence of
iinewidth is proportionax to Tl by urushadze?) m2 by Kawasaki5)

and Tani7) or m3 by Harris6) in the temperature range oÅí

k[D/gpB>> (2HeHa)1/2. We cannot measure the iinewidth at high r

power beeause the line shape is distorted as shown in Fig.13.

It is well known that a full half-linewidth LSH between the points

of half maxirnum absorption may be considered as a measure of the

 antiferromagnetie relaxation. Now we define T2 as the

corresponding relaxation time, namely,
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              m2 = •7--•--ill •H , (lg)

Mhe reduced linewidth of 10 Oe (true width is 7 Oe) at 1.4"K
                             -8correBponds with T2 =6 x 10 seo.

                of
 e) MeasurementAMz and the relaxation times.

     Considering oarefully the faets discussed in (a) and (b),

the difÅíerential magnetization induced in the pick-up coil

were investigated in detail. As a conelusion, it was found

that there are two characteristie relaxatÅ}on times describing

the z-magnetization change induced by the antiferromagnetic

resonance. Fig.l6 shows' these two relaxation phenomena.
             theIn Fig.16(a),Arise and decay curves of dMz/dt 'at resonance

are iZZustrated with rapid sweep. The reZaxation time
ealeulated Åírom this figure is of the order of lo"7Nlo-8 sec.

between 1.4 and 2.00K and is caUed hereafter as T                                                         One                                                   la'
more slow relaxation time.ealled Mlb is shown in Fig.16(b),
whieh is of the order of lo-5tv lo-5 Bee in the saine temperature

region. Now let us discuss first the rapid relaxation time

Tlae The measurements of Tla were made in the temperature

range Åírom 2.0 to 1.40K and an observed temperature dependenee

of Tza is shown in Fig.Z7. Tt is found that Tia is shorter
than 3 x 10"'8 Bec above 2.0"K and that'the data in the range

1.4< M<2.eOK are well described by an empirical expression
                                                              'Mla " (1.1-+O.1) x lo-6m-(5'+-O'5? 52) An interesting faet is

that Tla observed at MPi (Ii ia),is not equal to that at• IY[Pf (MiEl).

Usually Mia is shorter than that of Mi:'La and depends on the
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puXse vvidth and nierovvave pewer (Fig.i8'and 19). As is easily

understood, this shortentng effeet eomes' from heating up of

the specimen. To ver#fy this, two methods of estimating the .

temperature oÅí the specimen are compared. rn Mg.20, temperatures

estimated from the resonance shift and change of the relaxation
time Mia are shown. 'Mhe agreement between both eBtimabes:,'g;

                             'ciS::e:i.tl,' L; satisfaetorily.

     Angular dependences of Mla in the ab and ae planes were

measured and shown in Fig.2i and '22'. When H is applied aiong

the a-axis, [Dia is the largest. This can be quaUtatively

understood as foUows: When H is paralieZ to the z-axis, the
        the
motion ofAspins is of the simple form so that the possibility

to include non-diagonal elements concerning theh relaxation

              in isis smaUedi thanAthe ease vvhere HAinclined SSon the z-axis.

     Now let us eonsider the total magnetization change under

;.. resonanee. Under a 160 mW pulsed microwave at 1.40K,
dMz/dt becomes zero aÅíter about 10-7 see. Calibrating the

induced flux due to dMz/dt, the induced magnetization Mz at

this time was determined as

                 M                 iti4 =4x io'4 (2o)
                  o

where Mo is the sublattice magnetization. IÅí we assume that

there are no change oÅí the gublattiee moments, a schematic
view of the precession ean be drawn agXFig.23(a) and the

indvtced moment is given by Fig.23(b). The condition of

2Mia-,=ID2 is reguLred in order to eonserve the magnetization.

but the transverse relaxation time T2 ealculated from the

                                                   '
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iinewidth is 6 x 10-8 see and Tla =2 x xO-7 sec at 1.40K.

Therefore the transverse eomponent of the magnetization Micir;iYE

in Fig.25(b) is overestimated by a faetor of 2Tla/T2 and so Mx,y

T,I/.,. should be as given in Fig.25(c). The corresponding scheme
 tJ

of the subiattice mag'netizations are represented by Fig.23(d).

Thus the behavior of the indueed magnetization in CuC122H20

at the initial stage of the high power microwave pulse can be

visualized easiLYr"fil;•IL:x, The heating up effect of the spin

system vvas also investigated by varying the ndcrowave povver

and pulse width. One of the results isr.'; shown in Fig.24 and

Mz at the end of a pulse ise given in Fig.25 as a funetion of

pulse width.

                                                which is'     Next we discus$: another relaxation'time T                                             lb
very long eompared with Tla. Because bf the long relaxation

time we used a piek"up coil of O.5 mH which vvas placed near

the slit'outside the cavity. An example of the experimentaX

data is shown by a photograph given in Fig.16(b). An interesting

fact is that this reiaxation time depends on the condition

of liquid helium bath. Fig.26 shows the temperature dependences

of Tlb espeeially near TK whieh means the transition ternperatuTe

oÅí liquid heZium from He I to He I. Mlb is eonstant in the

ab-plane as iB'.J•shown in Fig.27. Considering these faets, the

                    is attributed to the iattiee-bath relaxationrelaxation tirne• T                 lb
time in CuCZ22H20. Power dependence:s of Tlb xriBo also

investigated (Fig.28) but other complex ehange of the relaxation

is not understood yet.
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d) rvTeasurements of X" and Mx,y•
           13 )     Heeger               found that the imaginary part of rf suseeptibility

X,' at antiferromagnetic resonance in KMnF3 declined with
increasing hl andh Aepointed out that this effeet might be due

to the onset of spin-wave instability analogous to that for

a ferromagnetl though he did net observe Mz Å}nduced by anti-

ferromagnetic resonanee. His argument is as follows: When

the uniform mode reaches a eritical amplitude, the eÅífeet of

the nonlinear terms•Wilh cause an exponential growth of the

degenerate higher spin-wave whieh is degenerate in bnergy with

the uniform mode. ThiEs exponential growth acts as a 2oss OÅí
the uniform mode and hoids.;t•he amplOiftutdheXfliaktetderat the critical

value. Therefore, an increase in rf field does not yield a

eorresponding increase in transverse moment, since the higher
                nok spin-vvaveShaveAnet transverse moment. This produces an ,'.

appearent saturation of the uniform mode rf susceptibility

in a magnetie resonance experiment. In consequenee, Heeger

derived the eritieal rf field hc for the onset of instability

to be
             he =44Ho(74E[k/to,)1/2, . (21)

where AHo and AHk are, respectively, the uniform mode and

spin-wave linewidths, and w                             is the antiferromagnetie resonance                           o
frequeney.

     We observed power depenqeneeL' of X" of antiferromagnetie

resonance in CuCi22H20 using microwave pulses of various
                                               'widths at 1.40K as is shown in Fig.29. X" at resonance
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declines vvith both increasing microwave power ievel and increasing

pulse width. The microwave magnetic field strength hz was

determined from the cavity parameters and the microvvave power

usingaÅíormuia h2i•--Q-w:•esE•oLll i2+r, ' (22)

          ' and u= 3gfi (k"t )2, ' ' (2s)

where Ql is the loaded Q of the cavity, Pc is the power in the
eavity, wo is the miorowave frequency, r'is the cavity reflection
eoefficient ( P2=power reflected/power incident), and ve is

the volume of the cavity. QL=1400, Pc=150mW, wo-`8.9 kMe/sec,
u=1.24, and P=O.13 were substituted in Eq.(22) and we obtain
h21=O.54, namely hl=O.6 Oe. Fig.29 shows hc for the deeline of
X" to be about O.06 Oe and this value and linewidth were
substituted in Eq.(21). We obtain the spin--wave life tirne to
be 6 x lo'"5 sec. This is Å}n disagreement with Tla of ZO-7 sec

order. Moreover' , in Heeger's model of spin-wave instability,
the induced magnetization Mz inereases with increasing hl though
X" declines at the Bame time. But our experimental result
(Fig.24) shows that Mz at the end of the 10 psec pulse declines

vviPh increasing hl near maximum input power. There is an

ambiguity in the determination of X" and Mz because the resonanee

point shifts wii h both increasing hl and increasing pulse width.

With varying H the maximum value of X" and Mz at MPf waB measurect
  'and so H did not satisfy the resonance condition at Arpi because

of the shift in the resonance pogition. Therefore the physical

meaning oÅí Xtt and Mz at IY[Pf is ambiguous and we eannot conclude

whether the decline of Xn in CuCi22H20 is due to the spin-wave
                      'instability or not.

     The transverse component oÅí the indueed rnagnetization Mx,y

was observed and its relaxation time was dete]mined as
M2 S5 x lo"'8 sec.
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e) Energy transfer model.

     Congidering the factB described in the previous gection,
                              ran energy transfer model infer2<?d from the present experiment

is as follows: The relaxation time of uniform precession '<k=O)
with spin--waves (ki(O) is very short and of the order of lo-8

                                                -8see beoause a very rapid transverse deeayM2tvlO see was

aBcertained. Tl[iS is also oheeked by .'",v iE ..'l '" .."" the[•'relaxation

time caleulated from the residual linewidth (6 x 10-8 see).

:t shouZd be noticed that the Bhort relaxation does not accompany

the longitudinal relaxation, namely, the decay of Mz. This

means that the relaxation is the transition from k=O magnon

to kl(O magnon with the eonservation of Mz component. The

possibility of direct decay to the lattiee, is not considered

because the relaxation tirne Mla is long enough eompared to T2.

at iow temperatures. Next the decay eonstant Tla is considered.
                    the
It may be clear thatAMz deeay corresponds to the spin-lattice

relaxation. In other words)Tia means the relaxation time ot

k7(O magnons. Finally the relaxation time TLb eorresponds

with the deeay time between lattice and bath, as was described

in the previous section. A sehematic bloek diagram of the

energy transfer model is given by Fig.50.
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 5. New antiferromagnetie resonanee Unes in CuC122H20.

     Detailed measurements of antiferrornagnetic resonance in

CuCi22H20 yijere made by the beiden group and their results were welX

understood by the theory developed by Nagamiya and Yosida and by

Ubbink except f tohre Bmall deviations. Afterwards, Date and Nagata

pointed out thatAmain part of the deviations can be removed by '

introducing an inter-sublattice anisotropie exehange interaction'

in addition to the ordinary intra-sublattice anisotropy energy.

The diSeb.epaneY'seiU•,ve'maimea between the theory and experiment

is the presence of a dip near the a-axis (spin easy axis) appearmpg
                      'in the resonanee diagram of the ab-plane. (Fig.51.) During the

study of the dip, we found new resonance Xines in the ab-plane as

shown by solid curves in Fig.51. Mhey are weak and broad and

are strongly angular dependent as shown in Figs.sl and 32.

Moreover, they have asymmetric line shapes having steep taii on

the lower field side. The experiments were performed at 1.40K

using ntcrowaves of 9.0 and 4.2 kMc/Bec with microwave powers less

than 1 mW for both frequencies. It is noted that the new lines

can be exeited only by an rf-field perpendicular to the a•-axis.

 The Origin of the new resonance lines is not clear yet. It

might be possibZe to explain the resonances by the foZZowing ;' t'n>t•.

rneehanism: near the dips intra-sublattice spin canting angles due
                                           of
to the Dzyaloshinski-Moriya interaction areAthe order of O.X.vO.Og

degree which may be smaller than that of an antiferrmagnetic tarmor

preeession excited by a mierowave. Accordingly, two equivalent

canted states corresponding to two possible arrangements of canting

spins in a ferromagnetic layer will be ndxed, aecompanY.ng a new
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resoance branch near the a-axis.

     Now it rnay be said that there is a possibility to explain

the origin of the dip in the ab-plane as a mixing effect of the

well known Nagamiya"Yosida line and the new line. An anomalously

broad line-width in the dip supports'this possibUity, sinee the

resonance line in the branch well described by the Nagamiya"Yosida

theory is very narrow giving a maximum-slope width of 6 Oe, as

its narrowest case.
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